


Using the finest quality, sustainably sourced materials, we
create stunning treehouses across the UK

 
At Korowai, we take pride in creating amazing structures that

are both unique and environmentally friendly.
 

We can design a treehouse to meet your needs. If you want to
provide a treetop children's playhouse, or a unique and

luxurious experience for your guests, whether that's a secluded
hideaway for two or a family-friendly place to stay. Each one is

custom-built to our clients' specifications, allowing you to
provide your family or guests with a one-of-a-kind experience.





 

Here at Korowai Treehouses, we
understand that choosing to build a

treehouse is a big decision. That's why
we're committed to providing the best

possible customer care, from the initial
stages of your project right through to

aftercare. 
 

We'll guide you through the design and
installation process, helping you to
create a treehouse that's perfect for

your needs. And once your treehouse is
up and running, we'll be on hand to

answer any questions and provide any
assistance you might need. 



 

  Dealing with integrity,
enthusiasm and a transparent

passion for what he does which is
evident inthe high standard of

workmanship and craft    



Exploration (Stage 2)
In depth discussion and

visualisation session using
our knowledge and

experience in establishing 
 your requirements.

 

Site Visit (Stage 3)
Site Visit and Sharing ideas

Review our portfolio
Explore opportunities and

constraints and discuss costing
and options.

Proposal (Stage 4)
Outline of requirements

Planning design and survey
Estimate costing

Project milestones agreed
Formal sign-off.

Build Prep (Stage 5)
Detailed construction drawings

Building Regulations
Detailed Specifications

Finalised costing of build
Final sign-off.

Our Process
Initial Enquiry (Stage 1)

Contact us by email or phone to
discuss specific product or

service with our team 
Put next steps in place and

discuss site.

After Care (Stage 6)
Follow up meeting

And a structural and
aesthetic survey carried out
between 6 months and 1 year

after sign off.





Our bespoke treehouses and designs
come in every shape and size imaginable,

from children’s adventure escapes to
treehouse hotels and alternative

accommodation.

Childrens Play Platforms
Childrens Play Equipment
Kids Treehouses 
Bespoke dwelling standard couples
Treehouses 
Bespoke dwelling standard
Treehouses for families 



Leigh himself is very personable and
has a vast knowledge of construction.

He is able to translate ideas into
visions and is willing to try new ways
of working and approaches concepts

with an open mind. 



The Korowai Tribe 
It's thought that until 1970, the mysterious Korowai tribe of south

eastern Papua, Indonesia, New Guinea, were unaware of the existence of
any other people on earth.

 
Living as remotely as they do - perched up in the canopy of the least

explored jungles in the world - it's quite plausible.
The tribe are known for their distinctive treehouses that tower over the
jungle on spindly stilts, originally designed to avoid attacks from rival

clans.
 

As the worlds most organic and proficient treehouses builders, what
better name for our treehouse company!

 





 

 Delivering world class design and
craftsmanship for you and your project. 

 
We build treehouses to suit your

requirements, both on the ground and
in and around the trees. Get in touch
today to discuss your exciting project

with us.
 

We have vast experience both in the
domestic and commercial markets,

speacialising in the UK glamping and
tourism industries, having built many of
the treehouses around the UK currently

available for that unique staycation.



 Each time their work has been of
the highest standard. In particular,

we have found their approach to
project management, cost and

craftsmanship quite exemplary. 



Contact Us 
 

Call  07510 278276
 

Address
44 High Street Corby, NN17 1UU

 
Email

info@coreliving.uk






